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Here is the very simple, factual narrative for new followers
to grasp. This is it. The whole enchilada. Ready? 
 
1. The Russian mafia - fused with RU state/intel services,
infiltrated our shores through own mafia in 80s-90s. 
2. The main family they targeted was the Genovese...

3. Fred Trump's real estate empire and Trump Org were Genovese fronts. This is why

the Russian mob landed in their properties, from Trump World in Brighton Beach to

Trump Tower in Manhattan (I will have lots more on Fred soon).

4. As far superior mobsters - intellectually, operationally, financially, violently - the

Russians easily hijacked the Genovese's operations, and took Trump Org & Donald

Trump along with it. Donald seemed to gladly go. 

 

RUmob did this throughout the West. 

Bob Levinson Warned Us All
This is "Bob Levinson Warned Us All" by Cit Journo on Vimeo, the home for high
quality videos and the people who love them.

https://vimeo.com/237851552

5. The primary Russian bratva that pulled off this coup was the Solntsevskaya.  

(note: "Russian mafia" includes mobsters connected to Moscow/St. Pete's from

across the former Soviet Union).  

 

These same mobsters installed Putin as President.  

(at 1:15)
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Semion at Putin Campaign HQ
This is "Semion at Putin Campaign HQ" by Cit Journo on Vimeo, the home for high
quality videos and the people who love them.

https://vimeo.com/238009087

6. Putin & his mobsters are 1 & the same. 

That is what Trump-Russia is: the RU mafia's control over our President.  

He was born into a Genovese front. 

He was rolled up w/ them by the Russian mob. 

He's been laundering their money ever since.  

They own him. 

The Evolution of Donald Trump and the Mob
This is "The Evolution of Donald Trump and the Mob" by Cit Journo on Vimeo, the
home for high quality videos and the people who love them.

https://vimeo.com/238127800
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